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would only work for cutting a given
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of the blank between the cutting and

of the pr,onle trace

ary, and 'that
sometimes they are less than the

grinding operation,

length ofactilre profile (above start of
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by up to .20%,.
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when grinding.
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that the operator did divide SLade the

Wililen looking at Fig. l, the minus
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gears with at maU number of teeth, this
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can bea natural result ofthe trochoid
generated by the cutting toot However,

However, there are orne problem
with the data furnished

the gear we are discussing had 3 ~teeth,

maker. and there are some thing

so the undercut must be from inten-

can happen on the inspection machine
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to make the data faulty. First, the gear
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cutter were designed
would clean up to
grinding

operation.
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marks on it. The buyer of the gear put
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win never
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by the gear

From a practical
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down from the tips of the teeth, This
would only be correct if the gear OD
were oorrect. The chart maker should
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Life of tbe gear set relates to sur-

tangent length.

side diameters and root diameter

are

such as pitch diameter, SAP, etc. The

face durability and bending strength.

cylindrical, and the wonn thread thick-

chart maker should also. put scale fac-

Undercut

ness increases progressively

tors an a chart for profile dev iations (X)
and degrees of roll or base tangent length
CY). A chart that is unmarked is worth-

bending strength. Whether this is se-

end to the other. The purpose of these

rious or not depends on your design

worm gear sets is to control or minimize

and application.

If you have not ex-

backlash by axially advancing the worm

less to. anyone the next day.

perienced any breakages. it may not be

relative to the wheel. The increasing

a serious problem.

thickness of the thread displaces

will cause a reduction

of

from one

er calibration could also be off as far as

design is
borderline for strength, then it would

lash. Subsequent wear, which gradually

base tangent length is concerned. An-

be of concern,

increases lash, can periodically be ad-

other potential. source of error in base
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justed out. These sets are typically used

tangent length (or degree of ron) evalu-
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in indexing applications, including the

The inspection machine and record-
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main indexing drive in gear hobbing
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machines.
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One method for specifying this type
of set is to first establish the dimensions
for a normal worm and gear pair, all

'+

dimensions being set according to the

+r

1-,

standard procedure and proportions, The
basic lead established
then becomes

for the wonn

the helix that passes

through the middle of the worm thread,
and each flank lead is then made slightly

longer and shorter than the basic by an
equal amount. This is determined
Fig. ]

to

suit the amount of thinning required

Question: Many of the gear sets
manufactured by gear shops are of
stylus will give errors in the starting
very
low qluantity, even as I.ittle as
point of non-involute parts of a gear
profile. such as tip modification and only one set .. These are used freundercut. The best way to qualify a quentlyas replacement gearing for
machine for this problem is to. use a nOI1- equipment breakdown and repairs.
Along with the usual spur, helii:cal,
involute master as well as an involute
master for calibration. Such masters are and worm gear sets that are needed,
there is also a demand for some of
called pin masters or fI ank masters. They
the rather unusual designs, such as
will quickly show a.problem with stylus
wear and placement relative to the mas- dual lead worm gear sets, double
enveloping worm gear seta.and
ter or theoretical base disk and tangent
barrelled ceupling parts ..How does
one layout and specify these,aod
Question: .Howshould this undercut
can they be cut on conventional gear
be evaluated lin relation to perforshop equipment?
mance and life?
Dual Lead Worm Gear Sets
Performance, in my mind, is related
arion would be a worn. stylus. A warn

to noise or vibration (transmission

Dual lead worm gear sets are some-

er-

from the thin to the thick end of the
worm. Holding the warm pitch diameterand the adjusted lead for each flank,
the right side and left side lead angles
are determined. Each flank has separate
dimensions. and the worm can be produced by thread milling, thread grinding, or thread chasing using two separate setups and passes, one for each
flank, verifying thread thickness from
end to. end to complete the worm. All
the operations

use conventional

cul-

ting equipment.
The mating worm gear is also different in specification from flaak to flanJ<.
with each being conjugate toits mating
worm flank. If desired. a special dual
lead worm gear hob can be used, and

ror). If the undercut is severe and uses

what special, since the worm has a

the gear is cut by the usual infeeding

up 20% of the active profile as the

different lead for the right and left flank.

process, Each flank of the hob, which

questioner says, there could be loss of

A

worm has the same

simulates the dual lead worm, gener-

ratio and, therefore, loss of

lead on both flanks. The name dual lead

ates each mating flank. As is usual in

smooth motion. For the amount shown

is preferred. but we have seenpart prints

worm and gear cutting, the set should

in Fig. 1, it sho uld make onl yan insig ~
nificant difference,

labelled as "tapered lead worm", yet

be run together ana tester or fixture or

the configuration

tried in a gear box to assure a proper

contact
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conventional

is identical. The out-

.mone

match. The gear and worm mu t be
properly 'oriented, and the worm axially

~

located for proper fitting.
If one i making only a set or two,
they can also be fly-cut using a tan-
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hobber. Again

gential-feed-equipped

SO

tile machine must be geared separately
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R
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How does it work'?

for each flank, making a separate pass
for each one. Finall fitting must again be

ftRS!I'
You define for eaoh par:am.eter,. :5uch -rll1io. center distance. pressure ~gle.
etc., III convenient set oli'v,Blues '!hltt :you

checked on a 'lester or fixture.

Double Enveloping Worm
Oear Sets
Double enveloping

F

are reaJlyable

10 use.

SECONO
You define your performance needs

worm gears, that

is, those sets wherejhe worm has an
hourglass form or throat, as well as a
throat on the mating worm gear, are aot
readily duplicated using conventional
gear cutting machines. Their primary

Life.S;:!~ft;~~bfli~~i:t:L~~
Level and Operating Conditions.
TH.JRD
You wait. a few seconds until diseng
finds out the best solution to your
specifi.c problem within your particular
possibilities.

purpo e i increased load capacity or

e

compactness. They can by layed out for
specifications by duplicating the geometric shape of the pan to. be replaced,

maintaining center distance and part.
diameter and holding the number of

SHOP'FLOOR
and teeth.
Hourglass worms can be machined
ona regular hobber by putting a cutter
or bladed ,cutler assembly on the usual
workgear location on the hobberand
mounting the wonn blank: in the hob
arbor location, The cutter is then fed
radiaUy intc the WORn blank producing
an hourglass Conn. The cutter may be of
solid construction in high-speed teel
with straight-sided teeth spaced around.
or may be made of an assembly of tool.
points locked ina supporting body.
starts

Proper

blade

location

is essential

whether cutting single or multiple stan

wonns .. Grindingan hourgla s wonn
does require special machines and
cannot be done on conventional

hob-

bing rnachinery.
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and retarded for a trimming cur.on each

flank. If this operation is neglected, the

GEAR TECHNOLOGY IS
LOOKING FOR ...
A FEW GOOD AUTHORS

extra benefits and increased capaciryof
the double enveloping set may be cernpletely negated. All of my personal
efforts to cut the mating worm gear by

f you have an article on a technique,
process, research project, or other idea

conventional

hobbing, even on single

start sets, has been unsuccessful.

of interest to individuals who buy or

cut gears,. please ,sene!it ito us. Share
your expertise with the industry, Send
Y0II! completed article or an outline to
GEAR TECHNOLOGY, P.O. Box
1425, Elk Grove Village. IL, 60009, or
call!(70S) 437-6604 for a copy OfOUI
-Wrieers' Guidelines.

h may be a beuer choice to go to the
original manufacturer
procure

of the gears and

a proper replacement.

They

have the necessary special worm and
gear cutti.ng and grindi ng machines. the
hob manufacturing

capability, and the

technology to produce the e sets.
Under c-ertain

circumstances, a tem-

porary or interim fix may be to replace
the double enveloping set with a con-
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orne ub tantial modi-

flcations, It i necessary to make the hob
change center distance with Ille part. as it
done by using a cam and follower
mechanism or, if using a numerically
controlled machine, by programming a
rise and fall ofthe hob on the machine,
such as is done in crown hobbing gear

Meeling customer
demands for total q,uality
requires hobs tMt meet
the tests eve.ry time.

parts. We have een some of the e pari
made first by hobbing the spline and
then clearing away each end by form

GM'I-FHUSA 'hobs, solid
or inserted blad'e, are
funy iinspected wiltll thelatest K1ingelnbergl CNC
techniques. lrs your
assurance andLour guarantee of total quality.

mining. leaving a small narrow tooth
land. Functionally

short term resalts

were good.
If at all possible, it is best to try to
procure tiles

GMI-FHUSA hobsl

parts from the original

source, where they have the special
tooling and machinery

GMI-FHUSA

hoober

is fedl along the part axis. This can be
I

.,••insiist 0.=,_1'QOO/ove.rificalion.

Don't settle for less-specify

conventiorral

without making
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damaged part • but cannot be produced
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ventional cylindrical worm. set

1:0

produce the

parts properly .•
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